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The Long, Long Trip
I am getting things together, and I'm packing up my grip,
That I may be ready when I'm summoned for my long, long
trip.
I can hear sweet voices calling, I can feel the lure of stars,
I can see the hills of glory through my rusty prison bars;
I can breathe the breath of flowers, I can hear the billows roar,
As they break in mist of music on the shining golden shore;
I can see the smoking funnels of the ship that's coming in
To bear away my spirit from this world of care and sin.
I am getting a bit weary, and I'm longing for the rest
That is waiting for me yonder in the islands of the blest;
The earth is full of treasure, and there's much to please the
eye,
But my heart is longing, longing, for the things that satisfy.
It is longing in the even, and it's longing in the dawn,
For the rest that's waiting for me just a little farther on.
Of the daily toil and trouble I am getting weary quite,
As I hear the angels singing in the watches of the night.
I am getting things together; I'm returning o'er the years
To right the wrongs of other days, and wet them with my tears.
I am seeking first the better things, and also things the best
As I walk along my winding way in eager, earnest quest.
And conscious of my ill desert, and all my sin and dross,
I have builded me a house of faith beside the lifted Cross,
I am getting things together, and I'm packing up my grip,
That I may be ready when I'm summoned for my long, long
trip.
—Zion's Tidings.
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V I S I T O R

The Trend of Biblical Learning
in Bible Lands
Melvin

Grove

"Not a single statement of fact has heen discredited" says Dr. Kyle in this article on the
hearing of archaeology on the Bible. Dr. Kyle
has heen forty years investigating the archaeology of the Holy l a n d . I n this article he outlines a little of what has heen accomplished in
confirming the Scriptures hy the spade.

' H E R E one happens to be is seldom
•as important as where he is going.
So among opinions, tendencies are more important than progress and only less important than terminals. It cannot be said
that we have as yet reached terminals in
Bible Lands' study; progress only is being
continually described so that the attained
results are available for all who care to
read; it may be illuminating, however, and
most helpful to consider somewhat critically the tendency, the Trend of Learning in
Bible Lands. The task is not an easy one;
and does not admit of such definite and
exact statement as the narration of discoveries of facts. Opinions are rather of
an ethereal nature, gaseous rather than
solid, and not to be confined within strict
limits or put up in nice cartons and delivered so to customers. At best only an
opinion about opinions can be given. Such
an opinion would be of little worth only
afiter very extended observation.
Ambitious tourists visit Bible lands, spend
two days in Jerusalem and go home to
lecture on the "Land of the Book"—
" W h e n I stood upon the summit of the
Mount of Olivet, awestruck by the sublimity of the scene before me" etc. The
Trend of Biblical Learning in Bible Lands
cannot be described in such dilettante fashion. I hesitate before what may seem the
presumption of the attempt. But perhaps
forty years' study of the progress of
archaeological work in Bible Land and of
observation of the fluctuation of opinions
may give some worth to an opinion about
opinions. So this venture.
I. First there is observable a widespread
and ever accelerating determination to get
the facts in the field. Those who have
smugly insisted that we have all the facts
in the W o r d are thrown out of court, for
the major contention of the last half century has been that the record is not a
narrative of facts, but a collection of
legends and myths and fables out of which
only the acumen of sharp literary criticism
can bring to light whatever facts, if any,
are involved in the story. Under the
stimulus of this bold challenge, efforts to
get the facts in the field have accelerated
year by year, and since the Great W a r
and the coming of Bible Lands, for the
most part, into Christian hands, progress
in research has gone forward by leaps and
bounds. Common sense is a very common
heritage, and without knowing why, the
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great public has proceeded upon the principle that only real events leave anything
to be dug up out of the ground, and that
therefore, if we find material remains of
the events narrated in the Bible, they could
not have been mere legends or myths or
fables. T h e events of such productions
of the human mind are imaginary and do
not leave anything to be dug up out of the
ground.
Thus the search for the facts in the field
was instigated and has gone forward with
ever increasing intensity and interest. Great
universities have taken up such research,
and theological seminaries, at first timidly.
"For who knows what they will be finding", but now with enthusiasm are endeavoring not only to obtain account of
the results of such research, but also to
have a part in the work- T h e persistent
desires of Old Testament Professors, experts in Old Testament language and lore.
who press forward to get a place on the
staff of some excavation, not only cheers
those who lead in the work, but assures
the very best men specially trained in
the field to be the leaders in the seminaries
in the training of the next generation of
ministers of the Gospel. T o this end. an upto-date staff for field work is not simply a
set of curiosity hunters, or merely scientific
or literary enthusiasts, but is in effect a
post-graduate training schooL Each man
on the staff is continually given insight
not only into the way things are to be done,
but into the methods of interpretation, and
thus goes back to his classes not a mere
theorist but a thoroughly trained, practical
interpreter of the W o r d .
II. But " W h a t will they be finding?"
asks Mr. Timid Little Faith, for there are
always many fearful souls who live in
houses of faith which are always full of
closets of doubt, closets into which they are
afraid to look. But those of us who have
been opening closet doors and peering into
dark corners where ghosts are supposed to
peep and to mutter, cannot any more get
up a comfortable shiver for a hot day.
Examination of haunted houses where one
never finds a ghost soon ceases to arouse
apprehensions. The uniform trend of experience is always reassuring. Throughout all the long period of scientific research,
in Bible Lands the facts, whenever definitely ascertained, have been uniformly in accord with the narratives in the Bible. In
all this time not a single statement of
fact has been discredited. Many interpretations have been modified and corrected and very much has been learned concerning the silences of Scripture and in
the field of our ignorance of world history
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in Bible times but the statement of facts,
.however brief, has been found to stand
undisturbed. A few notable instances will
enforce that statement.
The Biblical narrative represents most
explicitly that something happened to
cause a break in civilization, even in human occupation, in the lower end of the
Jordan Valley known in the Bible as the
"great round," the plain where stood the
Pentapolis of early days. The examination
of the remains of civilization all the way
down that Jordan Valley exactly confirms
this narrative. The Early Bronze Pottery,
unmistakable in its characteristics, is to
be found all the way from Laish in the
north to Bab ed-dras on the Plain of
Sodom in the south. The civilization represented in the Bible to have been there
was actually there. Moreover the succeeding ages of civilization are found at
nearly every point throughout that valley
all the way down to Jericho, but on the
plain at the lower end of the Dead Sea
there is an absolute break in the records
of the material remains; something happened exactly at the end of the Early
Bronze Age that interrupted the civilization
there and the interruption actually continued until long after the end of the Bible
history, this is also in accord with the silence of Scripture that gives no history of
the people of that region ever afterwards;
and in accord also with the prophecy that
"The captivity of Sodom should be restored"; in Byzantian times, after climatic influence had washed out the salt and sulphur from the soil, the plain became again
:r.hab::able ar.c was actually inhabited.
I have said the successive age of civilization continued "almost all the way down
the valley." There were some exceptions.
Joshua met the allied kings of the Canaanites at Hazor and defeated them and it is
recorded that the place was utterly destroyed, Dr. Garstang's careful investigations there showed that the pottery records of the Early Bronze Age and of the
Middle Bronze Age were complete, and
that after the time of Joshua there is also
a great break. Occupation of that site ended
with its destruction at the Conquest.
The time also of both of these events
is certified by excavations at Kirjath-sepher.
The same pottery of the Early Bronze Age
and the same sociological and political
conditions at Sodom are certified by the
remains at Kirjath-sepher, and in comparison with the discoveries of Egyptian scarabs by MacAlister at Gezer, the time of
Abram is also fixed at the same period arrived at by Assyriologists. While the
exact year B.C. can not be determined
either by Assyriologists or by pottery experts, the period is certified and the date
perhaps within 50 years. The cultural date
of the destruction of Hazor, and of the
Conquest in general, is also confirmed by
(Continued on page 304)
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Keep Steady
H P H E fact that Europe is embroiled in
•"• another major war is no longer news
to our readers. Through modern methods
of communication, we are all living at
each other's doorstep, and news from the
most distant parts of the world is flashed
out on ether waves on the hour and between the hour.
There were many, of course that really
did not expect that Germany would go
to war in the midst of the many and definite efforts put forth by nations for peace.
However, when men forget God, they can
not be expected to keep any sort of promises, for the Scriptures clearly reveal that
in the last days covenant or promise breaking will be the rule and not the exception.
See II Timothy 3:1-4.
At present we are bombarded with a
lot of questions, both of a prophetic and
national nature. W e have witnessed those,
who, when hearing the news of the sinking
of the Athenia, became frantic with fear,
because it may not be long, they think,
until our own country will be involved in
the struggle, and sons, husbands, and fathers, will be snatched away from loved
ones by the ruthless hand of war. This is
a question, of course, which at the present
time cannot be answered. There is much
agitation on the part of millions of America to keep the United States out of the war.
But those of us who passed through the
years of 1914-18, know better than to even
trust too far the promises of our political
and national leaders. Many things could
happen that would change the sentiment
of the people overnight. However, it will
not pay to become excited and unduly
alarmed because of the present situation.
W e , who are Bible readers, recognize
that some of the things which are coming
to pass have long since been foretold in the
W o r d of God, and while we may not understand prophecy well enough to place
together in a connected chain all the happenings that occur from day to day, we
do know that the end of the age is drawing near and that the promises given us
in God's W o r d concerning the return -of
His Son, our Lord and Savior, will ultimately be fulfilled. Too, there may be
many serious things through which we will
need to pass, before He comes for us;
but if we are truly saved and are walking
in the light, even the worst that may happen to us cannot harm. Should it mean
the confiscation of our property, we still
have a home in heaven; should it mean the
taking of our human lives, we have
eternal life and a bond that binds us to
our Redeemer that man cannot sever;
should it mean the destruction of our
bodies, we have inherited by faith, through
grace, an incorruptible body which shall
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be given unto us at His appearing. Therefore, let us hold steady.
As Christians, we should always remember that the people of God are always
traveling toward the great morning of the
world, in which the dark night of sin
will be dispelled as the Morning Star, the
Son of Righteousness, arises to usher in a
new day—God's day. W e say this, notwithstanding the fact that the world is
moving on toward midnight, the sun of
civilization seems to be setting. Men's
hearts are truly failing them for fear and
with the present course of this world, all
that may be expected for it is a night df
terror and sin. In it, there will no doubt
be suffering for God's people, but let us
not forget that if we suffer with Him, we
shall also reign with Him and that our
light afflictions here will work out for
us a far more exceeding and eternal way
of glory.
On the other hand, we should hold
steady because even though we recognize
that the coming of our Lord Jesus is imminent, there may still be things in God's
program that the wisest of prophetical
forecasters have not yet seen and it will
pay us not to become unduly alarmed but
to hold steady in the assurance that God
is still sovereign. W e may sometimes feel
that the silences of God are entirely too
long, that He has withdrawn Himself from
the world and cares not what may become
of it. This is only a temptation to a loss of
faith. In the darkest hours that the world
has ever seen, God has been there. They
have not always recognized His hand but
as history rolls back its pages, future
generations were able to see the overruling
hand of Providence. Let us hope to see
it also in this present crisis.
On the morning of the day of the battle
of Waterloo, Napoleon was conferring
with his general, planning the tactics of
the day. After telling him what the infantry should do and where each division
should go and what the cavalry should
do, he said, "And by tonight, Wellington
will be in our power." Napoleon's general remarked to him casually, "Man proposes, but God disposes." Napoleon spoke
up rather haughtily, "Napoleon proposes,
and Napoleon disposes." But history has
revealed the fact that the general was
right and Napoleon wrong.
Stormy
weather and other unforeseen events turned
the tide of battle, and Wellington won the
battle of Waterloo. God accepted N a poleon's challenge and showed him who
disposes.
T h e present crisis throws out a challenge
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to all Christendom. W c wonder how
many would dare to pray for the one man
upon whose shoulders lies the greatest responsibility for the present conflict. The
Christian, after all, need not be afraid of
him. W e are sure that God often wonders
at our temerity. He evidently did with
Isaiah because He said to him, Isa. 51:12,
13: ". . W h o are thou, that thou shouldest be afraid of a man that shall die, and of
the son of a man which shall be made as
grass; And forgettest the Lord thy maker,
that hath stretched forth the heavens, and
laid the foundations of the earth . ." God,
it seems, was astonished that any one
should be afraid of man, small, puny, insignificant man, and yet not fear or reverence Him, the Lord and maker of all
May God help us to look up, to hope,
to trust, to work, to pray! Many of us
have not reached our objectives in the
great vineyard of the Lord. M a y we hasten to attain them now while it is yet day.

The Finger of God
r». H. C. M A S O N tells of the man
who in prayer meeting prayed earnestly that God would with His finger touch
a certain man. Suddenly he stopped his
prayer. A brother asked him, " W h y did
you change your .prayer?" He replied,
"Because God said to me, 'You are M y
finger.' So now I must go and touch the
man for God."
Prayer for God's dealings with men is
fundamental. If we do not wait upon Him
before we go we shall be as the nine disciples who could not cast one demon out of
the boy. But with the prayer must be our
willingness to go at His bidding.
Some do not pray with a real care for
those about who need God. Some pray
but do not go. God would have us pray
and go.—The Free Methodist.

O Man of Earth!
Are these the men that I did make
To honor Me and /or My sake
Rejoice in happiness?
Behold, they go the way of lust;
They scotn to look at Me in trust—
They know not holiness.
So cries the Lord, the Mighty Host
Who is the Father, Son and Ghost—
The Maker of mankind.
He looks at man, His handiwork.
And man returns. His love to shirk,
The joys of life to find.
O man of earth! O man of earth!
You have a prize of mighty worth,
But scorn its joys to see.
O, you could be a son of God
If you would upward, onward plod
To gain divinity.
—Sel. by J. Stott.
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Atheism—The Fool's Creed
Rev. Herbert Lockyer,

D.D.,

O V E R Y Christian knows of the Apos•"-* ties' Creed, but the world, alas! is
confronted with another creed, so different
in nature, we have no hesitation in designating it as the Fool's Creed. And seeing that the Bible describes the atheist as
a "fool", surely we are warranted in calling his tenets the Fool's Creed. Of course,
the psalmist's "fool" is an altogether exceptional specimen of humanity, and of
such is the atheist.
Let us first of all look into the "fool's'
name. The word "atheist" is a compound
of two Greek words, namely, a—which is
the Greek for negation or no, and theos,
which as we know means God. This word
is found once in Scripture (Eph. 2:12),
where the two English words "without
God," form the word atheos in the Greek.
Theism is the belief in the existence of
God with or without a belief in a special
revelation such as the Bible presents. Athe-ism, therefore, is disbelief in the ex~
istence of God, which, of course, carries
with it an utter rejection of the Bible, since
it is the complete and final revelation of
God. Atheism, then, is the complete negation of theism, and denies the existence
and knowledge of a divine Being. As
Robert Blatchford stated it in the Clarion
some years ago. "There is no heavenly
Father watching tenderly over us, His creatures. He is a baseless shadow of a wistful dream." Happily, however, Blatchford
has been saved from his blatant infidelity,
and from subscribing to the Fool's Creed.
Coming to the various phases of atheism,
it is to be understood that, while generally
the term "atheist" is interpreted to mean
a denial of the existence of any divine
Being, yet it assumes many forms.
Several Types Of Atheism
There is classical Atheism. In the classical literature of an earlier age, the word
"atheism" was used to describe one who
did not deny the existence of a divine being, but who rejected the existence oi
reality of the God of a particular nation.
Thus the Christians were repeatedly
charged with atheism in the opening days
of the Church because of their disbelief
in the gods of heathenism. And for the
denial of such deities, they were often
subjected to most cruel and determined
persecution.
Again there is dogmatic atheism. Such a
phase is an absolute denial of the existence
of the Almighty One. There is no God,
is the short, sharp, dogmatic assertion.
And in all ages there have been those who,
in a spirit of boastfulness, have declared
themselves to be atheists after this order.
Then there is also critical atheism. By

Liverpool,

England

such an epithet we refer to those who
deny that any divine being has been shown
to exist. W h a t they affirm is that no one
can demonstrate the existence of God.
Professor Huxley is an example of such.
"I cannot see," he wrote, "one shadow or
tittle of evidence that the great Unknown
underlying the phenomena of the universe
stands to us in relation of a Father, loves
and cares for us, as Christianity asserts."
Closely allied to this is philosophic atheism. It is not meant that the various philosophic systems to which this term is applied, actually deny the existence of God,
or of a First Cause, but that they are
atheistic in their teaching, and tend to
unsettle the faith of mankind in the reality
of God. Such an aspect of unbelief finds
a refuge from the questions of faith in the
assertion, "If there be a God we cannot
know Him, for the human faculties are incapable of verifying His existence."
A Most

Dangerous
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Type

Finally there is practical atheism.
The
dogmatic atheist is guilty of the atheism of
infidelity, but the practical atheist of the
atheism of impiety. Briefly stated, the
practical atheist is one who accepts the
affirmation of theism, but who lives as
if there were no God. And, needless to
say, this form of atheism is widely prevalent, accompanied in many cases with
some form of unbelief or preiudice or false
opinion of the Church and Christianity.
Dogmatic atheism is not a menace or a
hindrance to the progress of truth, but
practical atheism, so widespread in its influence, is a dangerous element in our
modern life.
But whatever .phase of atheism it be,
whether classical, dogmatic, critical, philosophical, or practical, it is a system of
negation, and as such tears down and destroys. It undermines the faith on which
all human relationships are built. Since
there is no God, there is no right or wrong,
and human nature is neither good nor bad.
It leaves human society without a basis for
order, and human government without
foundation. All is hopeless, all is wretchedness, all is tendinq to the grave, and the
arave ends all. W h a t a Fool's Creed.
W h y , the intellectual absurdity of atheism
amounts to this:
It leaves creation without a Creator,
Design without a Designer,
The universe without a controller,
Human history without a Ruler,
Morality without any basis of authority.
Iniquity without any adequate restraint.
Death without any hope here or hereafter.

Surely, then, the psalmist was right
.when he declared the man to be a "fool"
who is deluded into subscribing to such a
creed!
The Tragic Results of

Atheism

Our last blow at the Fool's Creed is
that it stands condemned by its fruits.
The axiom of our Lord, "By their fruits
ye shall know them," stands true, and has
never been robbed of its authority right
down the ages. Now, if atheism is to accord with the truth of the universe, its influence and result will lead to the best issues and the highest ends. Is this so? Let
the pages of history answer.
First of all, there is the French Revolution of 1789, when atheism had its unparalleled opportunity. Having established a republic by dethroning the king of
the nation, the next step was to depose
the King of Heaven and establish reason
in His place. . But the reign of reason
became a reign of terror, for the best blood
in France flowed in torrents and no man
could trust his nearest friend. And a parallel of this orgy, is bolshevik Russia of today.
Then take Voltaire, that brilliant French
skeptic, who declared that Christianity
would be swept out of existence. W h a t
has happened? W h y , not only has he passed into eternity crying, "I wish I had never
been born," but the very Bible he tried
to demolish is now sold in the house where
he lived, the same being a depot for the
Geneva Bible Society.
And then there is Thomas Paine, that
notorious infidel whose writings damaged
many a young life a generation ago. He
crawled despairingly into a drunkard's
grave in 1809. Ere he died, we are told
by an eyewitness that he suffered indescribable agony, and falling back upon his pillow, he called on Jesus Christ for mercy.
Ingersoll's

Hopeless

Cry

Robert Ingersoll, one of the most noted
of America's infidels, standing by his brother's coffin said,
"Life is a narrow veil between the cold
and barren peaks of two eternities. W e
strive in vain to look beyond the height.
W e cry aloud and the only answer is the
echo of our wailing cry." Poor fool, if
only he had reposed his faith in the sublime utterances of Jesus about the "many
mansions," what a different creed Ingersoll would have had!
W e cannot do better than close our indictment of the Fool's Creed with the
following: A young woman was dying.
Her father was an atheist, her mother a
Christian. " N o w that I am dying," said
the girl to her father, "shall I believe you
or mother?" H e answered, "Believe your
mother." Ah, the Fool's Creed is no use
to die on.
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center of life and activity. This is most
cjearly stated by Dr. Torrey in the following statement: "In regeneration, God imparts to us His own nature, His intellectual,
emotional and volitional nature. He gives
to us a mind that is open to the truth of
H. Ellis Lininger, Th. D.
God, that thinks God's thoughts after Him.
E L I E V E R S in Christ are called by must be born again. His position, his He gives us affections that are in harmony
many names in the N e w Testament. great learning, and his influence were not with His own. And He gives us a will
Among this variety of names are the fol- able to make him acceptable to God. It that is surrendered to the will of God,
lowing: new born babes, new creatures, was not a new ideal nor a new kind of that is bent on pleasing God and not on
a new lump, a new man, doers of a new service that he needed, it was a new heart. pleasing self." That is the gist of the
Commandment, heirs of a new name and a He must be a new man in Christ as he was whole matter of the facts behind the transnew City, expectants of a new Heaven and born anew if he was to be pleasing to action that takes place. In the implanta new earth. This new being unfolds it- God and have the assurance of entrance ation of the great ideals that lie in this
self in newness of spirit, according to a into the Kingdom of God. Education is act of God's redeeming grace God makes
new covenant, he walks along a new way not regeneration. Man cannot be edu- provision for all of man's short comings
which ends in the new Jerusalem.
cated unto a new life. H e can be given and incapacities. It takes in the whole
Of him, James has this to say:
new ideals and led to see the possibilities man—body, soul, mind, and spirit. Every
"Can the fig tree, my brethren, bear of better living, but a life that will please implication of his activity is covered by
olive berries? either a vine, figs? so can God can come alone from God. It is ef- the infusion of the mighty power of a new
no fountain both yijeld salt water and fected by the new birth. Religion cannot life force emanating from God and coursfresh" (James 3:12).
bring man into the relationship with God ing through man's being.
In the first place it is undesirable that that will make a life of harmony and peace
The new birth having taken place, we
the fig tree should yield other than figs or with Him. Even Christianity cannot do now look at the believer who is a new
that the vine should yield other than this for it is the result of a new life in creature in Christ Jesus. T h e believer is,
grapes, And, most assuredly, we would not Christ rather than the means to produce by this new nature, a child of God. By
want a fountain to yield two kind of water. it. Godly sorrow for sin cannot bring it nature, born of a fallen man with the inW h o would know what to expect of the about. Regeneration alone can do this heritance of a fallen race upon him, he is,
W e by the operation of the Spirit and the
tree or the vine if they did not yield after work for a man so incapacitated.
their kind? In the second place it would do not deny that these factors may be a W o r d , a child of God by the new birth.
be a mark of hypocrisy for them so to part of the means that will lead a man He has been reborn. He is now that which
yield. W h e n Jesus saw the fig tree with to Christ and into the experiences of the God made man in the beginning. He had
nothing but leaves He cursed it. It was new life, but they are not the means of the nature of all of Adam's race; he now
of little value as a shade tree but of great the transaction and the power of God in has the Divine nature from God. H e is
value as a fruit bearer. Then, again, this connection. As steps they may lead different by nature as well as by name.
each tree, vine and fountain has its own into the experience of the new birth but W i t h the new relationship in the family of
charm in the producing of its God-given cannot produce it. As the steps of the God he has a new possession. He is heir
fruitage. T o be otherwise would be con- building they lead to the door but not to of God and joint heir with Jesus Christ
trary to nature for God has so planned the galleries.
(Rom. 8:17). This possession is his by
everything after its kind. Thus there is
T h e new birth is defined as that oper- right of birth and adoption. He is born
a necessity for the change in the life if ation of the Holy Spirit by which the be- as a child, he is adopted as a son with legal
the fruit is to be changed. For as the tree liever of the Lord Jesus Christ is, in the and regal rights as a mature heir to the
so is the fruit.
moment he trusts, born anew, thus receiv- Heavenly treasures of God in Christ. He
The necessity of the new birth is seen ing the Divine nature and the life of the is now in possession of eternal life (John
as we note the incapacity of man to un- risen Christ. Another has said, "It is 5:24). Eternal life is the rightful possesderstand God's W o r d and know His will. the implanting, by the Holy Spirit, of the sion of all who are thus born of the Spirit
Man is thus blinded to the W o r d and can principles of a new spiritual life in the and the W o r d . The life to which he is
not come into sufficient knowledge of it human soul." (Dr. Keyser). This is the heir is not his in realization the moment
to appropriate it to his own heart. His great work of grace, a great transaction of he believes, but in his possession. He has
heart is evil and he cannot obey. This God and a powerful act of the Spirit in the W o r d of Jesus as a guarantee to its
incapacity is clearly revealed in much of and for man to the glory of God. Its fullest manifestation. Then another pact
the teaching of the Old and N e w Testa- significance is brought out by another in follows the generation of the believer.
ments. Incapacity to understand brings the following well-chosen words: "The im- God now undertakes for him the hearing
the incapacity to obey God. Being at en- partation of a nature is an operation so and the answering of prayers. This asmity with God, man is incapacitated in liv- deep that the nature thus imparted is never sures him all the blessings in God's storeing with God. There is a very real sense said to be removed for any cause whatso- house.
in which this is true. W i t h the under- ever." (Dr. Chafer). 'Thus this work
The believer's experience demands our
standing darkened, the evil heart bent on we call a new birth is the giving of a new attention just now. In experience, he is
disobedience, there is little that we can ex- life to a man who possesses a nature that separated from the world. The world is
pect from his life that will please God in came to him through the generations of contrary to God's holy will and purposes.
his life. This threefold incapacity of man mankind. By it his will is changed and He sets man's heart against his enemies
makes a new heart and a new life man- God given the proper place in his life and and warns him of the dangers into which
datory if God is to be glorified.
will.
they will lead the unwary heart of man.
T h e W o r d of God declares the necesRegeneration or the new birth is a sin- He will not continue in any known sin. Sin
sity for the new birth and gives a careful gle act as the implantation of a new and is as distasteful to the believer as the vilest
description of it. W h e n the great leader gracious principle takes place in the life. poison of the asp to the newborn child
of the Jews, Nicodemus by name, went It takes place at the seat of the affections of God. The newborn babe in Christ will
t o the Lord for help he was told that he and will. It is a change of heart as the
(Continued on page 297)
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Love Feasts
Canada
Nottawa, meet at 10:00 a. m., Sept. 23, 24.
Cheapside, meet at 2:00 p. m., Sept. 23, 24.
Bertie, meet at 10:00 a. m., Sept. 30, Oct. 1.
Frogmore, meet at 2:00 p. m., Sept. 30, Oct. 1.
Clarence Center, meet at 2:30 p. m., Oct. 7, 8.
Springvale, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 7, 8.
Wainfleet, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 14, 15.
Howick, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 14, 15.
Waterloo, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 21, 22.
Boyle, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 21, 22.
Michigan
Merrill
Oct. 21, 22
Gladwin—Mt. Carmel
Nov. 4, 5
Carland
Nov. 18, 19
The Gladwin love feast will be preceded by
the District Council and a Bible Conference on
Friday and Saturday forenoon, Nov. 3, 4.
—G. G. Lyons.

FALL COMMUNION
Fall Communion Service, Sunday, Oct. 1,
Carlisle, Pa., 7:00 p. m.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONFERENCE
Sunday, Oct. 29, Sunday School Conference, Mechanicsburg, Pa. All day.
RAPHO DISTRICT ANNOUNCEMENT
A Harvest Meeting and Communion Service will be held on Saturday, Sept. 16, at the
home of Bro. and Sr. Levi W. Mummau,
near Milton Grove, Pa., four miles north of
Mt. Joy, and five miles east of Elizabethtown. There will be Harvest Praise services in the forenoon and afternoon, and the
Communion Service in the evening. A hearty
invitation is extended to attend these services.
—Menno 0. Brubaker, Cor.

1939 HAND BOOK OF MISSIONS
The 1939 HAND BOOK OF MISSIONS is just off the press. It has
been compiled by painstaking effort
by all concerned. It has been Uberally
illustrated this year by cuts from the
mission fields both home and abroad.
In a recent test of a representative
group of our people, we were much
disappointed by the small number
who could say they had consistently
and continually read the Hand Book
from year to year.
Since our Missionary projects are
one of the most vital activities of our
Brotherhood, and reflect our spiritual
fervor, we would plead for a more
general reading and study of the Hand
Book which gives a bird's eye view
of all our efforts and progress in this
divinely commissioned work.
Could we suggest that every congregation which has not already
adopted some of general study, would
take it up as a special project thru
your Young People's Meeting or in
some other way that will acquaint all
our people of this great work and its
needs.
ORVILLE B. ULERY,
Gen. Conf. Secretary.
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HYMN SING
The Young People's Society of the Messiah Home of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania is
having a Hymn Sing on Sunday evening,
September 17, 1939 at 7:00 o'clock D.S.T.
Everybody welcome.
NEWS NOTES—UPLAND, CAL.
A Unique Service of a Sunday morning in
early summer was conducted by three members of the Gideon organization. Beside a
stack of Bibles, so placed as to portray a
large cross, these business men of Los
Angeles gave earnest testimony to the saving power of the Gospel of God in their own
lives and gave instances where Gideon Bibles were the means of the salvation of
souls in hotels and other institutions. They
also presented their plan for placing Bibles
in the public schools of our district where
they may be read by the teachers, without
comment, and will be accessible to pupils at
all times.
The Tent Meeting this summer was held
at Moreno where Bro. Cletus Naylor who
has charge of the work served as the evangelist, assisted by others of our ministers
as they could attend. The meeting began
July 9, continuing for two weeks. The attendance and interest was good and conviction on the people, but there were no visible
results except that in an afternoon prayer
meeting an elderly man, a backslider again
found the Saviour. God says His Word shall
not return void and the results can safely
be left with Him.
Foreign Missionary Day. The Upland
church was glad to welcome home Sr. Anna
Eyster, and to hear her speak Sunday
morning, July 30 when she presented different phases of her work in the Boys'
School at Sikalongo. The evening service
was given over to an informal Question and
Answer period when many of the questions
arising in our minds concerning our Foreign
work were asked and were capably and interestingly answered by Sr. Eyster.
Home Missionary Day. Bro. W. L. Reighard was with us Sunday A. M. August 13,
and gave an interesting account of the work
at San Francisco Mission. An offering was
lifted for the new Mission Home. In her
farewell message in the evening Sr. Ruth
Bowers spoke from Psa. 32:8. Just as reliable guides and sign posts are necessary
in the natural life, so in the spiritual; Christ
is the only safe Guide on our way from
earth to Glory. Her experience in trying to
take her own way and to avoid the sign
posts God had erected for her life; the dissatisfaction and unrest it brought her; and
then the joy and blessing of turning it all
over to her Guide as she became willing to
follow where He led, were vividly told.
Thank God for those consecrated young people who are willing to leave all and go out
to work in His vineyard. Our prayers go
with Sr. Bowers as she goes to the San
Francisco Mission, that her labor may be
blest of God to the salvation of many souls.
A Musical Program was given Sunday
evening August 27. With the arrival of
Bro. and Sr. Allen 'Buckwalter to prepare
for India, and Sr. Janna Goins, from Detroit,
both the Aeolian and Victory Quartette are
reunited for a short time. The Aeolian
Quartette gave a full program of songs and
testimonies, the Victory Quartette also furnishing a couple numbers. God's Spirit was
0
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present to bless the messages in song and
at the close one soul bowed at the altar of
prayer for a spiritual need.
Edna M Harman Cor
_J
'
TENT MEETINGS
Springfield, Ohio
This summer we pitched our tent about XA
mile east of North Hampton. On July 16th
Eld. C. R. Heisey came as evangelist and a
three weeks revival was started. Only a
few souls knelt at the altar and received
definite help, yet God has promised that His
Word will not return unto Him void, but
will accomplish that which He pleases.
One evening of the tent campaign was devoted to Home Mission work, witn Bro. and
Sr. Walter Reighard from the San Francisco
Mission as the speakers. Another evening
was given to Bro. and Sr. Allen Buckwalter,
who will soon be going to India. Both of
these services were greatly appreciated.
We will long remember some of Bro.
Heisey's inspiring sermons and we pray
God's blessing on him as he goes into other
places of labor.
—Fern Ulery, Cor.
TENT MEETING AND YOUNG PEOPLE'S
CONFERENCE
It is with gratitude and praise to the Lord
that we are able to submit the following report of another summer's activity in Christian work and evangelism at Mooretown
Center, Sandusky, Michigan.
While the writer spent nearly five weeks
in Kentucky after Conference, the preaching services were successfully taken care of
by Eld. Kenneth Starr and Bro. Lewis
Thomas. Bro. Starr also having charge of
work at Leonard, Mich.
Returning home the latter part of July
we helped to make final arrangements for
our summer tent meeting and yearly Young
People's Conference which was arranged
to convene at Mooretown Center.
On July 30th Bishop Shoalts joined us
to commence our evangelistic services. How
we appreciate those that have been in the
field for years that are still preaching the
unadulterated truth.
The following Saturday, Eld. V. L. Stump
and the College Male Quartette from
Grantham arrived from out of the state to
assist us in our Young People's Conference
besides representatives from the different
local classes.
We had a two day conference continuing
over Saturday and Sunday of Aug. 5th and
6th. The revival continued on through the
following week and closed Aug. 13th.
Perhaps the records would show an increased interest in attendance in the tent
meeting over previous efforts.
We appreciated the splendid group of
young folks that availed themselves of the
privileges of a Young People's Conference
throughout the state. We feel that these
special meetings for the young people are
going to prove a blessing to them and to
the church.
We are grateful to God for those that responded to the Gospel call through the meeting and the way our young folks rallied to
the challenge to service for God and the
church during the Conference.
The closing Sunday of our revival effort,
six were taken into church fellowship and
eight were baptized. One of these was
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from the Gladwin class and two from Leonard, a new work about fifty miles from our
work at Mooretown.
Surely Bro. Shoalts came to us filled with
the spirit and a live message for us every
night. Words fail to express the appreciation for the services of our dear editor Bro.
Stump during the Young People's Conference. The timely messages to our Young
People were challenging.
The ministry of song by the quartette
during the Conference and the last week of
the meeting proved a spiritual blessing.
The splendid co-operation given by the
other local classes of the Michigan Church
for their services on the program deserves
credit and thanks.
God bless them all as they are resuming
their work in their own field of activity.
Gratefully submitted.
Yours for God's Kingdom,
Eld. Samuel Lady, Sandusky, Mich.
NOTTAWA NEWS NOTES
Dear members of the Visitor family:
Greetings in Jesus' Name:
"Lo, I am with you alway." We can certainly say that the Lord has been with us.
On July 1 and 2 our Love Feast was held at
the Sixth Line Church. We were highly
favoured with a goodly number of visiting
ministers. Bro. Cullen spoke to us on Friday evening. Bish. Shoalts, Eld. Earl Sider,
Eld. P. J. Wiebe, and Eld. Elmer Steckley
were also with us and spoke on the different
subjects. On Sunday morning Bro. Cullen
gave a most inspiring Missionary message
while on Sunday evening Bro. Shoalts and
Bro. Sider each gave a short message. We
were very glad for the privilege of entertaining all these people beside other visitors
from Markham.
We are glad to say that quite a number
of our young people took advantage of the
opportunity and attended the Young People's Conference and believe it has proved a
blessing to all who were there. We hope
we will have the privilege of entertaining
the young people next year as well as we
were this year. From Young People's Conference we hurried home to hear a wonderful missionary program. Bro. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter and Bro. Joe Smith were here.
Bro. and Sr. Buckwalter both spoke very
well and told of their call to India. The
three of them sang several hymns which we
enjoyed very much. We certainly hope God's
richest blessing may be upon them as they
go to India in the near future.
On July 18 our Tent Meetings opened.
The Tent was pitched in Glen Huron in the
same Community as last year. Bro. Bert
Winger was our evangelist and surely ministered heart-searching messages.
Two
nights during the week and on Sunday night
he told an African story to the children. He
also taught us to sing "Jesus Loves Me" in
the Sindabeli language. Bro. and Sr. Wilmot Milne were also workers with Bro.
Winger. Several souls found their way to
an altar of prayer and received definite
help. The meetings were well attended by
folks in the community who are not well acquainted with our doctrine and a real interest was manifested. The Tent Meeting
closed on August 6 with an all-day Bible
Conference. Eld. J. A. Nigh was here and
spoke on several subjects. Sunday afternoon was devoted to a Young People's program. Topics were discussed by some of
our young people. Sunday evening Bro.
Nigh spoke first and Bro. Winger gave the
closing evangelistic message.
May the blessing of the Lord be with each
one of us is our prayer.
—Lela Swalm, Cor.
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TENT MEETING REPORT

Marsh Creek tent meeting opened June
14th with Bro. Luke Keefer of Millersburg
as evangelist. The tent was located near
Mann's schoolhouse and Bro. and Sr. Peters,
Sr. Anna Myers and Sr. Ella Gish were the
workers. The attendance was very good
considering the busy season.
Bro. Keefer was used of the Spirit and
faithfully proclaimed the Word of God.
Eight souls bowed at the altar. We trust
that they will go through with the Lord
and forward in His service.
Our prayers go with Bro. Keefer that he
may be used of the Lord for the furtherance
and upbuilding of Christ's Kingdom. The
campaign closed July 6th.
—Mary B. Long, Cor.
RAMONA, KANS., TENT MEETING
Our annual tent meeting opened Sunday,
July 29 in the park of Ramona, Kans., with
Eld. Arthur Climenhaga as evangelist and
Sr. Dorothy Witter conducting the singing,
also the children's activities.
The interest and attendance was good,
with favorable weather conditions immediately following the extreme heat.
On the last two Sunday evenings the tent
was well filled with others outside. About
sixteen souls knelt at the altar for prayer.
We are glad for the work accomplished. The
pure simple messages of the Gospel reached
hearts. May they bear fruit even after our
brothers leave.
One Sunday evening the Gospel team from
the Zion congregation gave a program before preaching hour, consisting of song and
testimony and a reading. We were favored
also with a men's chorus from the Mennonite brethren of Hillsboro, Kans.
On the last Sunday evening of the meeting
Bro. and Sr. Walter Reighard from the San
Francisco Mission were present and told us
of their work in the Mission.
May the Lord continue to bless Bro.
Climenhaga and make him instrumental in
the salvation of many precious souls.
—Monroe Oakes, Cor.
REPORT OF VIRGINIA BIBLE SCHOOLS
Four Bible Schools of two weeks duration
were conducted in Virginia this summer, beginning June 19th. A total of 108 children
attended the four schools, and the average
daily was very good. A number of children
were required to work and were not permitted to come, but those who came were much
interested and were willing to walk great
distances to the schools.
The teachers, Dorothy Pfautz of Cleona,
Pa. and Ruth Ulery of Springfield, Ohio,
stayed at Bethel Mission the entire time.
The first school was held in the High School
building at Sylvatus. During the second
two weeks a school was conducted at Grassy
Creek Church in the morning, and at the
Island Creek Church in the "evening." The
last group was at Liberty Hill Schoolhouse
near Bethel. The group at Island Creek
were particularly enthusiastic as it was the
first Bible School ever held in that community. The children would come as much as
an hour before the opening time. Pray for
these boys and girls as there is no Sunday
School there at present.
The children gave a total of $5.11 in the
Missionary offerings taken each week. Although they haven't much money, they are
anxious to give what they have. Forty-two
homes were visited. Becouse of the storms
and bad roads in some places, we walked to
many of them. The parents were very hospitable and friendly and showed a keen inA
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terest in the Bible Schools. Having to push
the car, climb fences, and ford creeks made
some of our trips quite interesting! The
children gave a program at the close of each
school and all were well attended. We had
a number of flat tires and one day it was
necessary for us to walk almost six miles
to the schools.
The six weeks passed very quickly and we
found it hard to say "goodbye" to the children we had learned to know. We ask that
you pray for them—-that God might become
a reality in their lives. We enjoyed so much
being in the Jennings' home and associating
with them. And we express our thanks to
those who sent the Sunday School cards. We
used many of them for our notebooks, and
if you are not saving them for another purpose, will you please keep them this winter
and send them to Bethel Mission for the
Bible School next summer? Pray for the
work in Virginia that more might be led to
know Christ, the only source of happiness.
—Ruth D. Ulery.

and Eld. John Martin, met with us at Souderton, August 6. 'Bro. Ginder opened the
services, reading from the Acts 2:33-47. Announcements by Eld. A. C. Rosenberger.
Eld. John Martin read from St. Mark
16:14-18. He used the 16th verse for his
meditation, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth
not shall be damned." Saving faith "what is
it, how can it be acquired and how can it be
kept" ? "He that cometh to God must believe
that He is." He spoke of baptism.
Bro. Kreider gave instruction to the three
applicants for baptism and to us all after
which he received them into church fellowship. Baptism was administered by Bro.
Ginder near South Perkasie.
May God bless the brethren for their
labor of love.
—George Benner, Cor.
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SOUDERTON, PA.

- - H MARRIAGES * * *
HAAS-HOOVER—Sr. R u t h Naomi Hoover,

of Sr. Mary A. Hoover, Upland, Calif.,
We were privileged to have Eld. Graybill daughter
Bro. Marvin L. Haas, son of Bro. and Sr.
Wolgemuth with us at Souderton on the 9th and
George Haas, Abilene, Kansas, were united in
of July. He spoke on the 12th chapter of marriage on Thursday evening, August 10th,
1939 in the Upland Brethren in Christ Church.
Romans. Our bodies are to be holy and Rev.
Henry G. Brubaker performed the cerethey are the Lord's. No life can be made mony in the presence of the immediate relatives
and friends of the bride and groom. May
more pleasant or joyful than by yielding to
blessing of the Lord be theirs as they live
the Lord. We are members one of another the
their lives together.
which means service—mutual service. "Be
kindly affectioned one to another with
WU.ES-WENOBB—On August 5, 1939 a t
brotherly love; in honor preferring one an- 8:00
p. m., Ruth Wenger, daughter of Bro. and
other."
Sr. Amos Wenger, Upland, Calif., and LaVerne
son of Bro. and Sr. John Wiles, Almena,
On the 16th of July, Eld. Graybill Wolge- Wiles,
were united in marriage at the Upland
muth and Eld. John Landis and Bro. Samuel Kansas,
Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. Alvin C. BurkRosenberger were with us at Silverdale. holder, officiating minister. May God's richest
Meeting was opened by Eld. A. C. Rosen- blessing rest upon them.
berger. Bro. Wolgemuth read Gen. 12:1-9.
Without faith it is impossible to please God.
We must believe God—if not—we do not
have God's best. We should trust God in
every test of life. The devil leads to despair
BAKER—Andrew Simon Baker was born
August 26, 1898 near Chambersburg, Penna..
and disappointment—Christ never.
and
died at his home in Hagerstown, Maryland,
The church should not be satisfied with August
10th 1939, aged 40 years, 11 months
material blessings. We should have God and 15 days, after an illness of four months of
infection, following an attack of
first, others second and ourselves last. We streptococcus
grippe. He bore his sickness patiently. When
should have an altar erected somewhere.
speaking of departing from this world he said
Bro. John Landis said that Abraham asked he was ready.
Mr. Baker was a son of the late Bro. Amos
no questions and He wants us to obey when
Baker and Sr. Malinda Niesley (Wenger)
He calls us. We should fit and prepare our- W.
Baker, and was a member of Emanuel United
selves for a prepared place. We are to be Brethren Church. He is survived by his sorseparated from the world and are to be a rowing wife, Goldie (Snowberger) Baker, three
Alice Louise, Andrew S. Jr. and Lanpeculiar people. Jesus died a cruel death children,
celot at home; also three sisters, Mrs. S. B.
and we should look for His coming.
Brechbill, Mrs. Paul K. Lyttle and Miss Carrie
Baker, all of Chambersburg.
Bro. Samuel Rosenberger spoke of former E. Funeral
services were held from his late
times and of breaking up the ground for the home Sunday afternoon, services were held at
Silverdale meeting house. We cannot give the Brethren in Christ Church, Chambersburg
charge of his pastor, Rev. Charles Herr and
salvation to others but we must receive it in
Bishop Charlie B. Byers. Text: St. John 14,
ourselves. "Let him know that he which 1-6, and John 3:16. Interment was made in
converteth the sinner from the error of his Norland Cemetery near Chambersburg.
way shall save a soul from death, and shall
BOOK—Elder Adam L. Book, son of Elder
hide a multitude of sins."
David and Mary Book, was born in Lebanon
Bro. John Heisey and Bro. Menno Bru- Co., Penn., in the year 1858, and departed this
Aug. 25, 1939 at the age of 81 years, 1
baker spoke to us at the Silverdale Sunday life
month and 23 days.
School on July 30th.
As a young man he came with his parents
Bro. Brubaker said as God told Joshua to Dickinson Co., Kansas.' In the year 1886 he
was united in marriage to Fannie Mellinger,
—"Only be thou strong and very courag- daughter
of John and Barbara Mellinger. To
eous." "Obey God's Word—the only way to this union were born five children, Martha
success. What we teach to-day, moulds lives Bohen, of Upland, Cyrus of Whittier, Monroe
of Abilene, Kansas, John of Upland, and Mary
for to-morrow."
Long of Mill Hall, Pa. His wife Fannie preBro. Heisey said people read our lives. We ceded him in death March 14, 1903.
should sow God's Word although we may
On December 30, 1909, he was united in marriage to Lizzie Nigh of Snyder, Ontario, Cannot see results. The teacher has the privi- ada.
this union were born two children;
lege to study the class, while a preacher Ruth To
Buckwalter of Upland and Howard of
must speak to different classes of people. McPherson, Kansas. He spent most of his
early life a s a farmer in Kansas, later moving
Small things may amount to great things as to
California where he lived until death. He
the oak tree was an acorn once.
is survived by his wife, the above named chilBro. Warren Price spoke of a teacher of dren, twenty-two grandchildren, two greatand other relatives and friends.
about 70 years whose aim it was, to bring grandchildren
In 1876 he was converted and united with
every pupil in her class to Christ.
the Brethren in Christ Church to which he was
always loyal and also appreciated his church
May Christ bless the brethren.
Bish. Henry Kreider, Bish. Jacob Ginder affiliation.
He served the church as a minister of the
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large contribution of cheerfulness. He was a ed to know t h a t he has gone to that better
friendly lad, and loved by all who knew him. home.
Besides his parents he leaves the following
He regularly attended Sunday School and
brothers and sisters: Chester F„ Pearl E.,
took an active part.
Funeral services were held on Aug. 29, 1939 Verda C, Avery M., Blaine A., Raymond C ,
at 10:30 a. m. at the Upland Brethren in Christ Helen C , Laban M„ and Gerald N.
Funeral services were conducted August 9,
Church, where a large congregation gathered
for the service. Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder was at 9:30 o'clock at the home and further servin charge, assisted by Rev. Elam Dohner. In- ices at the New Guilford Church, Elds. Chas.
Rife, Amos Sollenberger and John Byers, ofterment a t the Bellevue Cemetery.
ficiated. Text: Matt. 24:44. The body was laid
to rest in the cemetery adjoining.
OIBBLE—Henry
B.
Gibble,
son
of
the
late
BtTRKHOLDER—John Harvey Burkholder,
and Annie Brubaker Gibble, was born
son of the late John M. and Catherine Burk- Abraham
19, 1870, and died May 15, 1939, at
holder was born Nov. 21st, 1867 in Newton February
Township, Miami Co., Ohio and passed away the age of 69 years, 2 months and 26 days.
He
was
married to Amanda S. Greiner on
Aug. 9th 1939, at the age of 71 years, 8 months
April 12, 1891, who preceded him in death five
and 18 days.
years
ago.
A son and a daughter also preceded
Dec. 25th 1889 he was married to Ida May
in their childhood. He is survived by
Broadbeck, to this union were born two chil-, him
these
children:
Elizabeth of Manheim, with
dren Clarence S. who died in infancy and
(Continued from page 293)
whom he resided; Harry of Manheim; Joseph
Nellie E., wife of Walter Morris, Long Island, of
Manheim;
John
of Manheim, R. D. 3 and
New York.
Isaac
of
Hershey.
These
brothers
and
sisters
When a young man Bro. Burkholder was
survive: Rev. Phares Gibble of Palmyra; cherish the most holy desires for like
converted and united with the Brethren in also
Katie Merkey, of Lebanon; Mrs. Albert
Christ Church near the place of his birth and Mrs.
Faus,
Manheim, R. D. 2; Mrs. David Shonk, souls and the desire will grow as he grows
near which he lived until the year of 1911 of Mt.ofJoy;
and Mrs. Herman Ginder of Man- in grace and knowledge of the will of God
when he moved to Merrill, Mich., where he heim, R. D. 1.
lived until he passed away and where he won
Services
were
held from the late home, with in Christ. The believer will bear fruit for
a large circle of friends who learned to love
him and will miss his ever cheerful disposi- further services in the Mastersonville Brethren the Lord who brought him. He will be
in
Christ
Church.
Interment was made in the
tion, his untiring helpfulness as a neighbor
and his sincere devoted Christian life and in- adjoining cemetery.
careful that the full fruitage of the Spirit
Songs used: "Abide "With Me," "I'll Leave
fluence. His passing will be very keenly felt
is evidenced by his life (Gal. 5:22).
in the home which he shared with two brothers Without Saying Good-bye," "Some Sweet Day,
"Gute Nacht E i r Leben Kinter," and Silently
since their coming to this community. Those
W h e n Dr. Chapman was holding an
not yet mentioned who remain to mourn his Bury the Dead." Text: Rev. 16:13.
departure are six brothers, Calvin F. and Otto
evangelistic campaign in Springfield, Illiof Merrill, Mich.; Levi and Abraham of CrofHOLMN&EK—Mrs. Alice S. Hollinger,
ton, Ky.; Elmer of CarterviUe, 111., and Oliver
nois a number of the inmates of the county
Pa., aged 82 years, widow of
of Brownstown, 111., also two sisters Mrs. An- Waynesboro,
Simon
Hollinger, died May 20 at the home jail and several officers including the sheriff
na Toutsey of Dayton, O. and Mrs. Chris of herG. daughter,
Mrs.
I
r
a
Downey,
near
Shultz of Troy, O.; also a host of nephews and
Downsville, Md. She was visiting at the were saved.
The sheriff allowed the
nieces.
Downey home when taken ill with pneumonia,
While the breaking of this tie brings sad- and complications developed, causing h e r death. prisoners to attend the meetings with speness to the loved ones who remain there is
She was born in Quincy township, the cial officers as guards. After twenty-five
comfort in knowing t h a t their loved one has
daughter of Jacob S. and Mary (Shank) Midsafely reached his cherished goal, there to re- dour and lived in Waynesboro and vicinity the years of unbelief, the sheriff made a bold
joice in the presence of his crucified but living
greater part of her life. Her husband died 22
Lord.
years ago. She was a member of the Brethren stand for Christ. His first official act after
Services were held in the Bethel Church,
in Christ Church.
his salvation was that all gambling must
with Bishop Henry Schneider officiating and
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs. Ira
Bishop Jonathan Lyons assisting. Interment
Downey, of near Downsville, Md., and Mrs. cease and no favoritism would be shown in
was made in the Breckenridge Cemetery.
Earl Minnich, Waynesboro; three grandchildren, a sister Miss Nellie Middour, and two the enforcement of the law. His converbrothers, Harry and David Middour, all of sion created quite a sensation. H e thus
CLABK—Hannah F. (Strohme) Clark was
born in Sussex Co., N. J. May 2, 1856. She
T h ^ f u n e r a l was held on May 22nd a t the turned to God from idols and brought forth
departed this life from Stowe, Penn., August
12, 1939, aged 83 years, 3 months and 10 days. former Brethren in Christ Church, Waynes- the fruits of a born-again believer. Thus
boro
Rev. Lester Myers officiating, with interGrandma Clark, whom the Stowe people
ment in the Green Hill Cemetery.
knew as Granny Hillpot made her home with
we see that the evidence and experience
her son Brother Frank Hillpot the last number
of years. According to h e r testimony she was
WAGAMAN—Mrs. Nancy H. Wagaman w a s of Christianity is none other than the new
ready to meet her Lord and was anxious to go born July 4, 1853, in Franklin County, Pennsylto her heavenly home. She was one of the
vania. She departed this life at Upland, Cain., birth or the regeneration of the believer.
least complaining patients I have ever seen. August 24, 1939, a t the age of 86 years, 1
It is not painting the pump when the
During her illness she was often asked how
month, 20 days.
.
she was and invariably she would say
She grew to womanhood in her native state, water in the well becomes filthy that will
"alright."
and was married to D. S. Wagaman on DeTwo sons and two daughters, all children of
cember 1, 1871. With her husband and family make the water pure. Neither will a new
her first husband who died many years ago,
she moved to Kansas in the spring of 188b.
a number of grandchildren and friends are left They resided for a number of years near Tal- pump cleanse the vileness of the water.
to mourn her departure.
madge, later moving to Abilene, where they W h a t we need is a new well. N e w eduFuneral services were conducted in the
lived until the death of her husband.
Brethren in Christ Mission, Stowe, Pa. InterThe last nine years of her life were spent in cational methods, new avenues of devotion,
ment w a s made in The Wrightstown Friends California, making her home with her daughBurial Grounds in Bucks County, Pa., Rev. J.
ter, Mrs. A. H. Wenger, and others of her new plans and programs of service, nor
A. Climenhaga was the officiating clergyman.
family. She passed away at the home of Mrs. any other new ideas wil make the fruit of
C. H. Naylor.
Mother Wagaman accepted Christ as her the Spirit evident in the life. It is only
COOPER—Bro. George O. Cooper was born
March 11th, 1867, a t Scotland, Ontario and de- Savior, and lived a real Christian life. Her as the heart is pure that the fruit of the life
parted this life in London hospital on July conversion occurred two years after her mar15th, 1939. He is survived by his widow, three
riage and she was able by length of days, to is pure. Jeremy Taylor aptly put it in this
sons, one daughter, thirteen grandchildren, one
spend about 66 years in the L o r d s service.
sister and two half brothers.
She was a faithful member of the Brethren in fashion: "You cannot cure colic by brushBro. Cooper was converted in tent services
Christ Church.
.,.;,.
a t Houghton Mission and was baptized and
Her six children remain to mourn her de- ing your clothes." If you want to see the
united with the Brethren in Christ Church, p a r t u r e : Mrs. C. H. Naylor, Upland, California; evidential value of Christianity, look at a
June 9, 1932. Although our brother suffered
Bishop J. H. Wagaman, Upland, California,
intensely from his disease during the last year
Mrs. G. A. Kauffman, Harrisburg, Pennsyl- reborn soul and observe his life. If you
of his life, we are glad that his faith in God
vania; E. E. Wagaman, Great Bend, Kansas; want the experience of real Christianity,
sustained him through it all. He constantly
Mrs. A. H Wenger, Upland, California; fc>. L.
gave evidence of being ready to meet his God
Wagaman, Manhattan, Kansas. Also 16 grand- accept the Lord's provision for a new birth
and his last audible words were, "I am now
children, and 19 great-grandchildren survive.
going home."
Funeral services were conducted a t Upland, and know the mighty transforming power
Funeral services were conducted in TillsonCalifornia, in the Brethren in Christ Church, of the Blood of the Cross of Calvary.
burg undertaker's parlor by Elder Edward GilSaturday, August 26; at 2:30 P. M., with Rev.
more and assisted by Elder John Nigh. InterGeorge Whisler and Rev. Alvin Burkholder of- It is freely offered and may be had for the
ment in the family cemetery at Boston.
ficiating.
Services were also conducted in
Abilene, Kansas, at the Brethren in Christ taking.—Selected.
Church,
Tuesday,
August 29, at 2:00 P. M. with
ENGLE—Price Eldon Engle w a s born in Bishop M. G. Engle
and Rev. Joel E. Carlson
Dickinson Co., Kansas, May 30, 1927, departed
in
charge.
Interment
was made at Abilene
this life August 25, 1939, aged 12 years, 2
cemetery.
months, 25 days. Death was almost instantanIn a copyrighted dispatch from
The
eous, due to falling from the cab of a truck.
He -leaves to mourn their loss his parents, Bro.
WIN&EET—Gilmore Lane Wingert, son of Herald Tribune Bureau in Rome, the total
and Sr. Daniel Engle, three brothers, Harold,
Bro. and Sr. Milton W. Wingert of ChambersCharles, and John and ten sisters, Mrs. Chester
burg, Penna., was born March 4, 1914, and de- cost of the Ethiopian campaign is estiDexter of Upland, Cal.; Mrs. Arley Adams of
parted this life August 5, 1939. He was aged mated at about $800,000,000, a sum equiCucamonga, Calif.; and Susan, Dorcus, Vera,
25 years, 6 months and 1 day.
Roberta, Dorothy, Twila, Josephine and Marion
At the age of eleven he was converted and valent to half the total expenditure of the
who are at home; also grandparents and a
united with the church, of which he was a state for one normal fiscal year. N o eslarge circle of relatives arid friends.
faithful member. He was of a quiet disposiPrice's cheerful disposition greatly endeared
tion, b u t was faithful in a testimony of praise timate is given of the cost in human lives.
him to all who knew him. He will be greatly
to his Saviour. His passing was unexpected
—Selected.
missed in the home circle where he made a
and his family amid their sorrow are comfortGospel for over 30 years. His convictions were
always in full harmony with the plain and
simple doctrines of Salvation and the Church,
and he was Arm in declaring these simple
truths.
His quiet, retiring and unassuming disposition was conducive to a life of contentment
with such things as he had.
Elders J. R. Eyster and A. C. Burkholder
officiated. Text: Rev. 14:13.
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It is with deep regret and painful reluctance that this statement goes forth, but we
believe it only fair to the body of her constituents. We extend to all our missionary
co-labourers, and the immediate party of
her associates, and above all to her family
and near friends our sincere and deepest
sympathies in this tragic bereavement.
THE FOREIGN MISSION BOARD.
NOTE: The above statement endorsed by
family and returned missionary party.

To All Interested In Our Mission
Work in India and Africa.
By October 1st approximately five
thousand dollars ($5,000) are required for the maintenance of our
Foreign Mission work.
On September 1st the balance in
the U. S. Treasury was less than
$1200.
Unless the aforesaid amount is
May to July at Mtshabezi
forthcoming at the above mentioned
date, our missionaries will not be able
M a y 4 to 7: Bible Conference and Love
to balance their budget, which will
Feast at Matopo. Some of our number
mean retrenchment.
May we pray earnestly that this were privileged to be present for at least
need may be supplied that the work part of this. Our seven native girl teachers who stay here at the dormitory walked
may not suffer.
up to Matopo and back again for this ocFOREIGN MISSION BOARD
casion. They seemed to thoroughly enjoy
A Statement
On Sunday afternoon, August 6, Bishop
I. W. Musser, Secretary of the Foreign, Mission Board, received the following first class
cable coming from the S. S. Carnarvon
Castle: "Regret inform you Sister Shenk
disappeared at sea Sunday, 2 P. M. Advise
relatives and all concerned. Hall."
The Foreign Mission Board had been previously advised of Sr. Shenk's condition, a
mental breakdown that required almost continuous care of someone. For her special
care and treatment she was taken to the
Bulawayo Hospital in the hope that rest
and treatment would restore her shattered
nerves and help her to again get a grip on
herself. In the beginning of July some
improvement in her condition was noted, and
she expressed a desire to return to Mtshabezi. By the consent of the South Rhodesian
Executive Committee this was granted to
her and she spent some time there during
the Missionary Conference. She attended
some of the Conference sessions and seemed
to get some satisfaction therefrom. However, on the afternoon of July 14, developments were such that made it necessary for
her return to the hospital at once, and it
became apparent that her mental affliction
was of such nature that recovery or improvement, if ever possible, would be of long
duration.
The Board by cable advised the Superintendent to use their discretion in respect to
her return to America. Since a number of
missionaries were returning to America immediately following the African Conference
on their furloughs, this was considered the
opportune course to pursue. Her condition
made it difficult to secure reservation for
her on the boat and necessitated the engaging of a nurse to accompany the party. The
party sailed from Capetown, July 28 on the
Steamship heretofore named and were on
the ninth day when this sad occurrence took
place.

it, and showed a nice spirit.
M a y 20: Baptismal services here. Forty
were baptized and one other returned to
church fellowship.
M a y 21: Cummunion services.
Bro.
Brubaker's and Bro. Hall's were with us
for the baptismal and communion services.
Their presence was appreciated.
M a y 29: An unexpected rain! Some of
our workers went to Wanezi for district
council meetings. On the way, they found
some slushy roads, but they arrived safely.
They returned June 1.
June 3 and 4: Bro. and Sr. Steckley's
week-end visit was appreciated.
June 8: Last day of school. In the evening, some neighboring missionaries, Mr.
and Mrs. Stakesby Lewis, came to visit
us. It might be of interest to note that
Mr. Lewis is the grandson of the Mrs.
Lewis who so kindly befriended our early
missionaries.
June 9: Most of the girls leave for
their homes. Some have but a few miles
to walk, while others have at least sixty
A few girls go part way by train.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis journey homeward.
I believe their visit was a mutually helpful
one.
June 10: T w o of our teachers went to
the Bulawayo hospital, the one for an appendix operation, and the other for necessary eye treatment. Both got along nicely,
for which we praise God.
June 15, 16: Council meeting for the
Mtshabezi district, held at Sibona school,
about six miles from here. Bro. and Sr.
George came over for the meetings, and
Bro. Brubaker was also present. Each
member of our staff attended. God met
with us.
June 18: Some of our workers went to
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preach at neighboring mines, where they
^found many needy souls.
June 28: This year we have an abundant
crop of guavas. The natives were much
pleased when given some after church today.
July 3: A permanent bell tower has been
erected from railroad irons which were a
gift to the mission.
July 5 to 17: Our annual Conference.
God met with us in both the native and
European conferences. A spirit of Christian fellowship was present. In both Bible
conferences vital messages under the power of the Holy Spirit brought inspiration
and light. Numbers of natives gave witness to the fact that their hearts had been
searched and that they then felt their need
of more of God. M a y God help each one
to walk in the new light received, as well
as the old light which came home to hearts
in a greater way.
July 22: Naka Danyeli, wife of our overseer, Dube, was very ill once again. For
many years she has been a sufferer of asthma, and many times has been at what
seemed the door of death. However, this
time she again rallied, although her husband said he had never seen her seem so
ill before.
July 26: Bro. Hall and party left Bulawayo for America. A number of our staff
saw them leave. Our prayers shall follow
them.
General: During these months some repair work was done at some of our buildings. Also, a new building is in the progress of construction.
Some kraal visiting was done during the
holidays, but not so much as we wished to
do.
Bro. and Sr. Hershey from Matopo were
with us some time before Conference, we
did very much appreciate their help and
presence.
Pray for us, that this coming term which
opens August 2 may be one of fruitful harvest for the Master. W e expect our revival services to be held from Sept. 6-17.
W e praise God for His promises which
are never-failing even to us.
— F . Mabel Frey.

"Prove Me N o w "
Q O M E months ago our hearts were
»-' made to rejoice when an offering of
nine shillings ($2.25) toward the hospital
work came in from one of our students.
At present, this girl is teaching in one
of our kraal schools. This money was
part of her tithe.
Recently at our Conference, in speaking
with this same girl, she told with beaming
face of the joys and blessings she receives
by giving the Lord her tithe, and—offerings besides. She says she wants to keep
on in this way.
The above mentioned girl seems to be
proving that God is true to His W o r d :
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"Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,
that there may be meat in mine house, and
prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of
hosts, if I will not open you the windows
of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,
that there shall not be room enough to receive it".
Malachi 3:10.
Will you please join in a prayer that this
girl may be kept from the snare of Satan
who will surely, sooner or later, tempt her
to give God less than His share—in other
words, tempt her to rob God (Mai. 3:8).
Also, kindly pray that she may be the
means in God's hands of showing many
others the unspeakable joy of giving
in God's way to God's work. W h a t a
blessing in the work she can be if she
stands true. She does need your prayers.
M a y God lay this girl very definintely on
some one's heart as you read this. Be
true to that burden through prayer.
F. Mabel Frey.

panying Bro. George this year to the
schools.
W e are very grateful for a better car.
The old Ford has given many years of
service. It has made trips on the veldt to
the schools as well as elsewhere. Its work
is done and it was laid to rest at Rockview where the missionaries can use parts
from it as needed. Even though it was
past running we are glad for the privilege
of using parts from it. W i t h the Pickup
all the school supplies and provisions can
be taken in the car and a trailer is not
necessary as had been used before. 1 miss
the contact with the native people this
year, and they are eager to see the baby.
The natives are very fond of children and
a white baby is an attraction to them. A
women's meeting has been started since the
first of the year and has been well attended. The women are interested, and various things are taught them such as sewing, knitting, soap making, and helpful
talks on various subjects are given.

Wanezi Mission
Dear Visitor Family:
E greet you in Jesus' name, the One
whose blood was shed for all mankind. W e realize Jesus is able to save
all those who come to Him, regardless if
young or old, black or white.
W e have recently returned home after
an absence of two weeks, attending our
Conference. This is a time of refreshing
and blessing to each of us. W e feel inspired to return to our various stations
and again take up our duties with renewed
vigor and determination to fill the place
which God has called us to fill. As some
of us see each other but once a year, you
can imagine how we all look forward for
this time to come. N o t only the Missionaries, but the natives as well. And when
we see such a host of natives assemble,
we are blessed and say again, yes it pays
to give them the gospel and be faithful.

W

Our winter is passing although we have
not had as cold a winter as last year.
Our new garden looks nice. Bro. George
has made a new garden by the river, so
we are expecting to have more vegetables
than heretofore. W a t e r for our garden
has been a problem here as we had to haul
it some distance. W e trust we shall be
able to have plenty of fresh vegetables
even though it is very hot before the rains
come. One must water every day during
the dry season if vegetables are to grow
as it is very hot and water evaporates very
quickly.
Bro. George is preparing to leave for another visit to the schools soon which leaves
the baby and I alone for some time. Since
it was impossible for him to make earlier
visits on account of too much rain, it
means for him to be gone much of the time
until the end of school. W e are thankful
for our precious son which God has given
us, even though it deprives me of accom-
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Today we hear the grinder going after
some period of silence. Soon the natives
will come to exchange corn for ground
corn. W e thank the Lord for good crops
this year. Even though the rains were late
and the frosts early the Lord blessed us
with plenty of corn, peanuts, and sweet
potatoes, for which we thank Him.
W e are encouraged to keep telling the
old, old story of Jesus. Four remained for
prayer Sunday after Bro. George's message from St. John 4: "The Living W a t e r . "
W e are glad for the Gospel that stirs the
hearts to confess their sins and walk with
the Lord. Continue to pray for the work
and God will reward you some day.
—Esther George.

The Things Money Can't Buy
n p H E late George Horace Lorimer said
-"• it is good to have money and the
things money can buy; and that it is good,
too, to check up once in a while and make
sure we haven't lost the things that money
can't buy. W e are satisfied that our age
gives far more attention to the things that
money can buy than to the things money
cannot buy. But the things money can't
buy are infinitely more important. True
friendships, love, real happiness, and an
entrance into Heaven are some of the
things that money can't buy. T h e greatest
of all treasures are given to the sincere and
humble believer on Christ, by God. "Seek
ye first the Kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and all these things (the things
money can buy) shall be added unto you"
(Matt. 6:33). W i s e Christians will "look
not at the things which are seen, but at the
things which are not seen: for the things
which are seen, (things that money can
buy) are temporal; but the things which are
not seen are eternal" (II Cor. 4:18).
—Christian Victory.
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The Blind Man of St. Kilda
I D AR out on the W e s t coast of Scotland,
•"• sixty miles from the mainland, its
shores washed by the wild billows of the
North Atlantic Ocean, lies the lonely island
of St. Kilda. In the cliffs which almost
surround this seagirt place thousands of
sea birds have built their nests, where they
can rear their young in safety, undisturbed
by the footsteps of man. Communication
with the mainland can be had at rare intervals, and the mail is sent only when it can
be arranged that fishing vessel or coasting
steamer makes a special trip there. Even
then the mail can be landed only if the
weather permits. Quite recently a message was signaled for medical aid for a
native seriously ill. T h e Government hurriedly sent a specialist from Edinburgh on
a special steamer, but the weather was so
rough that he could not land, and had reluctantly to return.
A missionary vsiting this secluded spot
some time ago held a series of Gospel
meetings for the simple islanders. One day
he met an old blind man, and spoke to him
of the love of God, telling him that although his natural sight was gone, yet it
would be well if the eyes of his understanding were opened to see Jesus, who said, "I
am the Light of the world: he that followeth M e shall not walk in darkness, but shall
have the light of life" (John 8:12). Then
he asked him if his eyes were thus "open."
"I trust they are," he replied. 'What,
then, do you see?" asked the preacher. "I
see," answered the dear old man, "that I
am blind, that in myself I am a ruined sinner, but Christ is the Almighty Saviour."
"But what if He is not willing to save
you?" said the missionary.
"Willing!"
said he; "would He die for sinners if He
were not willing to save them? N o ! no!
sir." How strong and firm was the faith
of this aged Christian! He reasoned that
if Christ died for sinners, then of course
He is willing to save.
The good news for you is that the Lord
Jesus is willing to open your eyes and show
you that you are lost, ruined, and a guilty
sinner before Him, that He alone can save
you, and that He is willing and waiting to
save you.
Trust Him now for salvation, and then
you will be able to say, "I was a lost sinner, but Jesus is the Almighty Savior, and
He has saved me." Can you say that?
— W . D . in Love Wins.
Eternal life in the soul is the tide of the
Divine ocean flowing as it has opportunity
through the narrow channels of human nature.—MacLaren.
If I omit praying and reading God's
W o r d in the morning, nothing goes well all
day.—Sir Matthew Hale.
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Christian love is of such a nature that it
finds its highest happiness in serving others.
"It is ill at ease till it can ease another's
pain." It pants and yearns after the lost
of earth, to bring them into the light of the
Gospel. Of love, Charles Hanson Towne
sings:
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I S F Y I N G belief beats at the heart
A SofA Tevery
Christian when one speaks
concerning the Christian approach to
things. The influence of such a belief untethers the soul from sordid things. If
measured from the standpoint of its influence alone, the Christian view of life
is of infinitely more practical value than
any or all other approaches to life combined. It has as its bosom companions;
faith hope, and love—the indispensable
triumvirate to life's lasting satisfactions
and successes, I Cor. 13:13.
Faith, the first one of these triumvirate,
gives a central spiritual conviction in which
is rooted the satisfying sense that God,
the Maker and Ruler of the Universe, is
absolutely and eternally reliable. It brings
a poise and calmness into the soul and to
the life which outwit and confound the
greatest intellects of the world. The effects of the faith in the Christ of the Cross
cannot be accounted for through theological dogmas and psychological theories.
Such a faith does not depend upon resolutions enacted by general conferences, or
religious parliaments. It does, however,
rest upon a vital experience with the Lord
Jesus Christ, in the double work of Justification and sanctification.
It is around such a faith that one can
build a life that is righteous, and powerful, and holy. It points the way to stability of life and character. N o longer needs
a person shift from one foot to another.
This spiritual faith will make a man spiritually strong and sure-footed. There is no
need for floundering and slipping. Christian faith will cause a man or a woman
to set the "face as a flint toward Zion."
There is an ever-vernal consciousness of
the dependability of the eternal landings
of God. In the simple and yet sublime
lyric prayer, one can almost hear the spiritual waves lapping against the piers of God's
eternal shores,
"Lord of the everlasting hills,
God of the boundless sea,
Help us through all the shocks of life
To keep our faith in Thee.
"When nature's unrelenting arm
Sweeps us like withes away.
Maker of man, be Thou our strength.
And our eternal stay.
"We

are Thy children, frail and small.
Formed of the lowly sod;
(We trust our helpless souls to Thee,)
Father and Lord and God."

The second of this Christian tri-unity is
hope. If anyone is to go on long paths of
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great achievements, he must be buoyed
up with a heart full of this out-reach of
life called hope. The greatest heroisms recorded in human history have arisen from
hope. All currents of enduring power in
Christian missionary service have flowed
from the inexhaustible fountain-head of
hope. H®pe gives out-reach and up-reach
to life's aspirations and endeavors as nothing else can.
The hope rooted in "the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead" is pronounced
a lively (living) hope, I Peter 1:3. This
hope points "to an inheritance incorruptible, and undefined, and that fadeth not
away, reserved in heaven for you, who
are kept by the power of God through
faith unto salvation ready to be revealed
in the last time." This hope which is definitely known as the Christian's hope
reaches to the second coming of Christ.
All who are members of the church of the
living Christ share this hope, which Titus
has named "the blessed hope," Titus 2:13.
Some day this hope will culminate in reality.
Our present hope, no matter how perfect,
allows us to see "the glory of the Lord"
"through a glass, darkly;" but when we are
"caught up together" in the clouds, we
shall see Him face to face: now we know
in part; but then shall we know even as
also we are known, II Cor. 3:18; I Cor.
13:12; I Thess. 4:17. Such a hope and
anticipation makes a true child of God
yearn with the Revelator "even so, come
Lord Jesus," ''come quickly."
T h e greatest of this triumvirate goes beyond the other two, in that it is not limited
to time—it reaches into eternity and continues forever. The saints of God shall
always love Christ, their Savior. N o
word means more to the Christian than
does the word love. It is the central driving force in the working out of the plan
of salvation. As one writer expressed it:
love is to the Christian life what the hub
is to the wheel; all the rest is built about
this strong center. Love is the obbligato in
all of life's song."
The love at the heart of the Christian
scheme of life is not selfish. T o be sure,
the Christian is first of all, interested in
his own salvation. His living faith in
Christ maintains this saving relationship.
Perfect love goes beyond personal salvation and the salvaton of one's own
household to the salvation of humanity-atlarge. It is "others-ish" rather than selfish. Its interests widen out into the world
visions. Just as God loved the world, so
the love of God in the heart will manifest
itself by interest in and concern for the salvation of the world from sin.

"Love is most glad with cruel bands
To bind his tender feet and hands.
To scourge himself, to know all loss.
To carry far his heavy cross
Into the vaguest distant lands.
To suffer—O, love understands
l he awful wastes of desert sands;
Strange that on beds of thorns to toss.
Love is most gladl
And for his service love demands
No sacrifice. Lot he stands
Calling his golden deeds but dross.
Flaunting the proud world's
piteous
gloss;
When flayed and wounded on life's strands
Love is most glad."

A Touching Incident
W A S Standing before the window of
•"• an art store where a picture of the
crucifixion of our Lord was on exhibition.
As I gazed I was conscious of the approach of another, and turning, beheld a
little lad gazing intently, at the picture also.
Noticing that this mite of humanity was a
sort of street Arab, I though I would speak
to him: so I asked, pointing to the picture:
"Do you know who it is?"
"Yes," came the quick response, "that's
our Saviour," with a mingled look of pity
and surprise that I should not know. W i t h
an evident desire to enlighten me further,
he continued, after a pause: "Them's the
soldiers, the Roman soldiers, and," with a
long-drawn sigh, "that woman crying there
is His mother."
He waited, apparently for me to question him further, then trust his hands into
his pockets, and with a reverent and subdued voice, added, "They killed Him, mister. Yes, sir, they killed Him!" I looked at
the little, ragged fellow, and asked, " W h e r e
did you learn this?" He replied, "At the
Mission Sunday School."
Full of thought regarding the benefits of
Mission Sunday Schools I turned away
and resumed my walk, leaving the little lad
looking at the picture. I had not walked a
block when I heard his childish treble calling: "Mister! Say Mister!" I turned. He
was running toward me, but paused: then
went up his little hand and with a triumphant sound in his voice he said: "I wanted
to tell you He rose again! Yes, mister, He
rose again."
His message delivered, he smiled,
waved his hand, turned and went his way,
feeling, I presumed, that as he had been enlightened, he had done his duty in enlightening another.—T. R. Teske.
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Letter

Kathryn Wengert
As written especially for and read at the
Sixth Annual C. B. Conference at
Hahnstown, Penna.
Matopo Mission
July 25, 1939
REETINGS in Jesus' Name to the
Christian Endeavor Conference:
May I greet you with the words I used
so often in speaking to groups before I left
America? The words meant much to me—
they strengthened me—"I greet you in the
strength of the Lord God." It really is
through Christ's strength that my heart
consents to write to you.

G

As I try to picture in my mind the services of our Sixth Annual Christian Endeavor
Conference and try to feel the spiritual
atmosphere and the happy, congenial spirit
of friendship and brotherhood and then remember that I am here in Africa and not
amongst the group, as I no doubt would be
if I were home, my mind wanders to Romans 12, verses 4 and 5—"As we have many
members in one body, and all members have
not the same office—so we, being many, are
one body in Christ, and every one members
one of another." And knowing and feeling
the truth of those words, I am wholly content for my mind is at peace and my soul
is at rest because of the confidence and assurance of living in the Will of God. As I
write these lines, the words of the song come
to my mind and I cannot help but sing,
"Sweet will of God, Still fold me closer, Till
I am wholly lost in Thee; SWEET WILL OP
GOD, Still fold me closer, Till I am wholly
lost in Thee."
Again and again do I think of the time
when I was willing to place myself completely in the hands of the Lord and in spite
of the feelings of fear and insufficiency, I
met the Home and the Foreign Mission
Boards and told them how the Lord was
leading me. The great peace and joy which
came to me then is mine today and I no
longer have any fears that it will not last.
Like our little sister from the Palmyra
district said of the joy of the Lord—"It
lasts long"—so I feel the joy and peace in
my heart will last just as long as my will is
lost in the Will of God. Not only does it
last forever, but I feel it growing deeper
and richer as I keep walking in the light.
May I repeat what I've written before—although my short stay in Africa has brought
many strange experiences in my life, there
are two things which have surprised me
more than the others—I really marvel at
them. The one is the sincere joy and pleasure I receive from spending a day amidst
the beauties and the inspiration of nature.
Several weeks ago, I had the privilege of
accompanying a group to visit Cecil Rhoads'
grave about twenty miles from our station.
As we sped along in the car, we thoroughly
enjoyed the wind blowing in our faces.
Then, eating our lunch along the roadside
and walking amidst the kopjies (pronounced
"copies") and finding Bushmen's paintings
and finally visiting the spot on the top of a
huge kopjie where rested the body of that

great man, Cecil Rhoads—the entire trip
was a treat, and I marvelled then as I have
often since at the great joy from so simple
a pleasure—a day spent under God's
heavens.
The second thing I marvel at is a greater
marvel yet—and that is the overwhelming
joy of the Lord in my own heart—not occasionally but continually—day after day,
and month after month. How I wish I could
praise the Lord to my heart's satisfaction!
Such words as I am now writing used to
seem to be "put on" when I heard them
from others and that is why I marvel at the
reality of them in my own heart. I have
repeated enough—only I do want you to
know the Lord has been wonderful to me
and I feel again and again that it is due to
your faithful and sincere prayers that I am
happy in the Lord now. I thank you for
your prayers and how I desire that you continue praying. Pray that I may not only
have sweet peace and joy in my own heart
but that I may allow the Lord to so use
me that others may have the same blessing.
How my heart desires others to experience
the same joy and rest and peace.
Just a glimpse of our annual General Conference. One of the last evenings we were
together, the one in charge of our evening
prayers, decided to have an experience
meeting—each of us was to tell what helped
us most in our Conference.
Here are a few of the expressions: the
rich fellowship of mingling with our coworkers in song and prayer and discussion,
a deeper life of prayer, a greater obedience
to God, a greater dependence on God as our
covert, our hiding place and our refuge.
Sunday morning during conference, we
had communion service. I don't believe I
have been at one communion service, but
what I wish you, in America, could see the
scene. 635 commemorated the Lord's Sut>per at this conference. The large "L"
shaped church at Mtshabezi Mission was entirely filled. To see more than 600 African
men and women and boys and girls partake
of the Lord's Supper and bow their heads in
prayer—inspired our hearts.
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youth in our American church, the youth
who are helping to support the work among
* the African youth. The Lord is blessing you
for your gifts of offerings, I know, for He
always repays bountifully. But a life wholly
surrendered to the Lord's Will yields still
greater blessings. Although there is little I
can do, how glad I am to give my little to
the service of the Lord here in Africa.
These African youths need your most sincere
prayers—they need spirit filled teachers and
nurses and missionaries—they need to go
deeper in God in order to help their people
to serve the Lord.
One conscientious, Christian girl in her
teens, wrote to me, asking me to tell her
frankly how it feels to be a missionary—
Was the life a hard one ? What was it like ?
She wanted to know the truth for she felt
that was her calling. From a temporal
standpoint, the life is not a hard one for we
have sufficient shelter, food and clothing.
From a spiritual standpoint, the life is a
blessed one—for there is rich communion
with the Lord and an undescribable peace in
the soul. The sentiment of the song on
page 350 of your hymnal, "Hidden Peace"
describes very well the peace in my heart
since I've given my life in service to the
King of kings—since I've purposed to obey
God's will for my life. All that life holds
between these two parts, the temporal and
the spiritual, here in Africa is hard—very
hard.
Often have I said to myself—"This life
is too much for me—I'm not equal to it" and
the answer comes back to me—No, you're
not equal to it, but the Lord is equal to it,
and that solves the disheartening problem.
Pray for me that I may keep my eyes fixed
on Christ and not on self and remember to
lean on His strength and power. How I
wish I could put into words my great need
of your prayers and how I wish I could also
put into words how glad I am for the opportunity of giving my life in Christ's service
and how happy I am in doing it and it is
you who are making it possible for me to be
here.
The Lord permitting, I shall be thinking
of you and praying for you August 21st,
this evening of your conference. Again, I
want and need your prayers, they strengthen
me and they challenge me! God bless you
all! I leave with you part of I Chron. 28:20.
I am trying by God's help to be
Your Missionary in Africa,
Kathryn (Wengert), from Zion's Herald.

On Sunday afternoon we had srroup meetings. 300 young girls gathered for a special meeting. There were a great number of
young men also and around 80 children.
A CLEVER REPLY
Each group had its own speakers.
They were studying St. Mark's account of
Twelve days before you receive this letter.
August 8th. our school of boys and girls Herod and the daughter of Herodias, in an
'African school. "And he sware unto her,"
will return to us—almost 300 boys and girls the teacher read "whatsoever thou shalt ask
—enough to keep us busy and what a grand of me, I will give it thee, unto the half of
privilege to teach them the ways of God! my kingdom. Now you," she said, to a sixWe need your prayers in our school work. teen-year-old African boy, "you may very
These boys and girls and young men and likely be a chief some day. What would
women are a challenge to us. We pass the you have done if you had made that promise
challenge on to you in your prayers. The and she had asked you for the head of St.
theme of your conference is, "Putting Pur- John the Baptist?"
pose Into Life." We often pray that our
" I should have told her," the young Afriboys and girls may purpose in their hearts
to wholly follow the Lord—especially those can answered promptly, "that St. John's
who are preparing to be preachers. And head did not lie in that half of my kingdom
many a time as I pray for the African which I had promised her."
—Protestant Episcopal Bulletin.
youth, my heart breaks out in prayer for the
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Rock of Ages
Beatrice

The Language of Smiles
She sat by herself all the morning in
the busy schoolroom, looking sometimes
with pinched anxiety at the teacher, often
looking with wonder at the rollicking boys
and friendly girls of her class.
It was her first day at school. Apparently no one had noticed her. No one had
spoken. And she had not said a word to
the others. How could she? She had come
from across the sea—from Italy, and she
knew only the Italian language. But she
did know how to smile.
When the others got up, she got up, too.
When they sat down, she sat down and
waited to find out what to do next. And
she couldn't make out their strange words.
It was all so queer and new.
During recess she walked around the
playground lonesomely, and watched the
children at their hilarious games.
Gladly she went home when school was
out. Her hat and coat were on in a hurry
and when the last bell sounded she rushed
outside and ran home as fast as her legs
would carry her and, her tongue loosened
at last, threw herself into her mother's
arms. (At home, they could understand
her.)
"I'm tired of that old school. Never will
I go there again," she wailed in Italian.
It did her good to talk out her heart to
mother. She stopped crying and went out
in the yard to play.
There was a nice baby carriage directly
in front of the steps on the sidewalk. Curiously she peeped under the hood. A pinkfaced baby, with great, staring blue eyes,
looked up at her in surprise. She gave a
stifled cry of delight, and smiled—smiled
lovingly at the baby. But the aby's mouth
drooped—trembled a little, and then the
corners of its roguish mouth went up in a
great big smile.
"You darling baby!" exclaimed the lonesome girl. "You can't tell me what you
want, but you can smile!"
And the smiling baby gurgled back in
language all its own, but so understandable.
That smile was the passport to friendly
relations.
Suddenly the little Italian girl got up.
She looked thoughtful. "Isn't it just wonderful!" she breathed, half aloud. "He
doesn't seem to understand me—my words—
and I don't understand his baby talk, but
we're happy. Why can't I be happy at
school? I believe I'll go—I'll try it!"
She was so anxious to try her plan that
she could hardly go to sleep that night for
thinking of this new idea.
She laughed to herself at the breakfast
table, as she thought of how she would
work out her scheme—to make it the greatest day of her life.
It happened that her teacher came in
sight first of all. Her little heart almost
missed a beat when she caught sight of her
coming around a corner. But she turned
quickly and looked directly at her teacher—
and smiled. It was easier now to practice
smiling. The corners of her mouth went
up and Miss Langley noticed—nodded her
head and smiled back—then coming near,
she gently touched her shoulder with a loving pat, as she passed on to the schoolroom.
"My, how sweet she looked," thought the

little girl, "And it worked the first time.
I knew she would smile if I did."
She would try it on all the little girls in
her class—she could hardly wait to see
them. She went out to the playground.
Coming through the schoolgate she caught
sight of a little girl. Her eyes brightened;
her smile—she could not help but smile now
•—was an understanding smile.
She was now impatient to meet other little girls of her age. Finally she caught
sight of Hazel. Now Hazel was very much
surprised to see a strange girl, with such
shining black eyes, looking right at her
and smiling. Hazel stopped and said something—very funny words they were, but the
little black eyed Italian girl kept on smiling. Hazel tried once more. The shining
girl shook her head.
"I don't understand your words," she said.
How relieved she was to smile—to laugh
and to hear Hazel laugh—to laugh herself,
she hardly knew what about. Then their fingers interlocked; they hopped, they skipped,
they ran—right up to the schoolhouse door.
"It made her laugh—my smile did," bubbled up in her happy heart. "She doesn't
know my way of talking, and I don't know
her's, but I can smile—all the girls know
smiles."
And all girls did. No longer a little shy
Italian girl, she was soon the smiling
friend of all her mates, and you may be
sure it was not long before she knew English words to go along with her merry,
winning smiles.—Sparkling Waters.

Going Down to Go Up
Mark Guy Pearse tells of a man whom a
manufacturer proposed to take to the top
of a lofty tower, that he might have the
world under his feet. He reached a passage where he saw a stone staircase winding upward into the darkness, and began
to mount the steps. "No," said the manufacturer, "you are wrong. It is down here."
"But I thought we were going to the top
of the tower." "That is the old way, and
you would find at the top only a door which
is nailed up. This is the way," and the
manufactuer pointed to some steps leading
down. "Going down is a strange way to
get up," said the visitor.
Descending, he was asked to sit on a
bench, "But I can never get up by sitting
still, surely." Nevertheless, the two began to rise, for they had entered into an
elevator, and soon they stepped out high
above the city, to find the world under their
feet.
"This is our victory—coming down to
get up. Trusting Him, and then sitting
still with Him."—The Elim Evangel.
A picture represents a boat laden with
cattle being ferried across an angry swollen
river in a time of storm. Judging from the
threatening clouds and the play of the
treacherous lightning, one would conclude
that the poor dumb cattle were marked for
destruction. But the title of the painting is
simply: "Changing Pastures." Many times
we imagine that God's plans mean disaster
and affliction, but He is simply "changing
pastures" for our good and the welfare of
our brethren.—Selected.

Fugate

was a beautiful house—not from the
I Tstandpoint
of fine furniture, expensive
rugs, or marble statuary. But a sense of
peace pervaded it. The rooms themselves
proclaimed it in an almost audible voice.
The moment the door was opened one
sensed its atmosphere.
"I want you to meet my little daughter,
Ruth," said the mother as a small darkhaired child came to the doorway.
W e exchanged greeting.
On the davenport a new accordion
gleaming white lay in the sun pouring in
from the windows.
" W h a t a beautiful accordion," I exclaimed.
"I could play for you," said the child.
"Lovely," I said. "Accordion music is
grand."
She adjusted it to her small lap and
then softly she touched the keys. I listened. And then through the quiet house the
strains of "Jesus W a n t s Me for a Sunbeam" stole out. In a moment she began
to sing in a thin, childish voice:
"Jesus wants me for a sunbeam,
To shine for Him each day;
In every way to try and please Him,
At home, at school, at play."
The last note died away.
"That was my favorite hymn when I
was your age," I told her. "Do you know
anything else?"
She regarded me soberly.
"Yes," she answered with a bright smile.
"I will try and play 'Rock of Ages.' I'm
just learning it."
Rock of Ages!
N o t "Baby Come Back to Me," or "It
Ain't Gonna Rain N o More," but instead
'Rock of Ages.' Anchor of the soul!
Her tiny, faltering fingers sought the
chords of the old matchless hymn.
"Rock of ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in Thee."
I closed my eyes.
There would be no confusion of purpose in this child.
She would never
doubt her Savior's love or His eternal
guidance. I saw the shining pattern of her
life stretching on and on.
Turning to her mother I said finally,
"You have told me the secret of the house.
Rock of Ages! It is anchored to eternity."
—Selected.
The story of the rich man and Lazarus
is the story of two beggars. One begged
bread on earth, and the other begged water
in Hell.—Will H. Houghton.
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Catching Words
t ' ^ T " O U know, dear, baby will look up
* to you as you are so much older.
The finer a boy you are, the finer he will
be."
It was nearly two years ago that mother
had said this to Gerald. Gerald at that time
had felt a great weight upon him. Then
the baby had cooed, and he was very, very
glad that the sweet little baby had come
to their house, and was his tiny brother.
It did bring what his mother called responsibilities. But he would show his mother.
The first year and a half Gerald had
found mostly fun with baby. Of course
there were times when it was not all fun.
If Gerald cried it often made the baby
cry till they could hardly stop his howls.
" W h a t an example," daddy would exclaim. Then Gerald would feel so ashamed that he would run to baby and play
with him until he made him laugh again.
But, after all, Gerald was not a crybaby, and this happened only a few times.
On the whole, Gerald felt that he had succeeded fairly well as baby's brother so far.
The trouble began when baby started to
talk. Of course he had said simple little
words like ''mamma" and "dada" for some
time, but never said two words together.
But, one evening, when they were all sitting around by the fire, Gerald and baby
playing on the floor, mother called out,
"Time for bed, baby."
"Don't tare," lisped baby.
Gerald looked up to see if daddy and
mother had noticed the baby's words. Yes,
they were looking at each other in quite
a worried way. But mother only said:
"Come, baby. Put your blocks away."
"Don't tare, don't tare, don't tare," cried
baby, wriggling about in mother's strong
warm arms, as she lifted him and carried
him up stairs.
Gerald knew where baby had caught
that phrase. Only the other day his mother had told Gerald not to use it. He had
brought home a teacher's report about his
work, and it was not a very good report!
"Don't care," Gerald said when his!
mother told him he should have done better.
He was sorry as soon as the words were
out, and told his mother so, when she
reproved him. But baby had been near,
and caught the phrase from him.
It really sounded dreadful from those
baby lips. And Gerald knew that he
had taught it to his baby brother.
Gerald felt bad, and wondered what he
could do to keep the baby from using his
new phrase. Of course, he would never
use it himself again. But that was not
enough. Mother had told him just the
other day that he must be very careful of
his language.
"Baby wil use a new word like a new
toy, again and again and again, until he
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finds a newer one to play with." That
was what his mother had said.
W h a t word could he give baby to play
with now, to make him forget "Don't
tare?"
W h e n Gerald's mother said goodnight
to him that night, he was very quiet.
He still was hunting in his mind for that
new word, and it did not seem to come.
It was morning before Gerald had his
chance to make amends. He was just
putting his cap on at the door, when mother said:
"Come home the minute school is out at
noon, dear. I want you to play with baby
while I write a letter."
Gerald had hoped to have a game of ball
at noon before he should come home.
His home was very near the school. He
was just about to tell his mother all about
his plans.
"Aw, mother, I'd rather play ball!" That
was what he would like to say.
"Yes, mother," was what Gerald really
said, as he ran off to school.
And when bed time came that night,
Gerald's heart beat fast for joy.
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"Time for bed, baby," said mother as
.usual.
"'Es, muvver," answered baby, with a
smile.
And Gerald knew that the nice words
could be taught as easily as any. " N o
man liveth to himself."—Selected.

A Good Teacher
God keeps a school for His children here
on earth and one of the best teachers is disappointment. When you and I reach our
Father's House, we shall look back and see
that the sharp-voiced, rough-visaged teacher, Disappointment, was one of the best
guides to train us for it. He gave us hard
lessons. He often used the rod. He often
led us into thorny paths. He sometimes
stripped off a load of luxuries, but that only
made us travel the freer and the faster on
our heavenly way. He sometimes led us
down into the valley of the death shadow,
but never did the promises read so sweetly
as when spelled out by the eye of faith in
that very valley. Nowhere did he lead us
so often, or teach us such sacred lessons,
as at the cross of Christ. Dear, old, roughhanded teacher! We will build a monument
to thee yet and crown it with garlands
and inscribe on it, "Blessed be the memory
of Disappointment."
—Rev. T. L. C. in Gospel Herald.

Letters of a Gentile to His Daughter
(Supposedly

written from Bethlehem,

M y Dear Daughter:
O U will remember, when you were
home not long ago, what a commotion there was among the Jews concerning a baby that was born to a man-and
a woman, strangers in our city. It is
funny how much more superstition there is
among the Jews here than with we of the
Gentiles.
The Jews have been predicting that a
king would be born some day to rule over
them, and would set up a kingdom to rule
the world, and in support of this theory,
they quote from some of their old prophecies. Here are some of the quotations
they use, "He was to be born of a virgin."
Isaiah 7:14 and at "Bethlehem" (the city
in which we live) Micah 5:2. Another
quotation they use to prove that a king,
Messiah, they sometimes speak of him will
come (Psalms 22 and Isaiah 53), and because of the circumstances surrounding the
birth of this babe on the 25th of this month
it is thought that this may be the one they
have looked for so long.
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But, my oh, my! I have heard these predictions all my life, and my father and
grandfather heard the same, until, well, we
just don't believe it and feel sorry for the
Jews whom we think are being misled, and
I hate that, because, as you know we have
some very good friends among the Jews.
But I will say that this little tike, born in
a stable and cradled in a manger, is cer-
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tainly getting his share of attention, and it
does seem that so far he is fulfilling the
prophecies.
Those shepherds out in the field east
of the city, (the poor simple folks,) are
telling how they were awakened by a
sound in the sky, and how a bright light
shone around and about them, (when I
heard of that I said, " N o doubt they had
too much supper and were dreaming.")
And they arose and came into Bethlehem,
and went directly to the stable where this
child lay.
It is said that these strangers that have
found refuge in the stable, are a carpenter
and his wife, named Joseph and Mary,
from Nazareth. I have heard that Mary
is just a girl, maybe 16 or 18 years old,
and I think they say she is the second wife
of Joseph, and I understand that she is a
girl of unusual beauty.
I have heard that Mary is telling a most
remarkable tale of how their baby is not the
son of Joseph, her husband. She says
she is the virgin spoken of in prophecy,
who was to be the mother of the Messiah.
She says that while she was asleep, a great
light shone round about her, and when
she awakened an angel stood by her bed
and told her she was to have a son.
In my next letter, my daughter, I will
tell you more of what M a r y said, but now
the hour is late and I must go to bed, good
night.
Your old Pop.
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In Bible Lands
(Continued from page 290)
the work at Kirjath-sepher. The narrative
of the Conquest, makes the iron chariots of
the Canaanites to be one of the terrors of
the invading Israelites. This requires unmistakably that the Conquest took place
within the Iron Age. At Kirjath-sepher a
great layer of burned material betokened
a destruction of the city. A complete
change of civilization marked this destruction as a Conquest. Everything below
that bed of ashes was Canaanite and everything above it Israelite, which marked the
conquest as the Israelite Conquest. T h e
debris below the ashes was of the Bronze
Age and above the ashes, of the Iron Age.
This determined the conquest not t o have
been during the Bronze Age, but at the beginning of the Iron Age. Sir Flinders
Petrie's discovery of the Philistine iron
smelting furnaces at Gerar at this same
Age shows the source of the iron chariots
and the reason for the monopoly of the
iron business somewhat later, when still
Israelites had to go to the Philistine smithshops.
III. The uniform confirmation of the
things as they are stated to be in Biblical
narrative imparts a conservative tendency
to all who engage in the work. T h e \experience of a British soldier in the Euphrates Valley in the Great W a r is typical
of all who labor in the east for any reason;
this soldier went out to the orient a confirmed unbeliever; he returned an equally
confirmed Christian man who believed the
Bible. W h e n someone asked how it had
been possible for such a change to come
about, he replied: "Out there we just lived
in the Bible." Out anywhere in Bible
Lands the research workers "just live in
the Bible". As one of Napoleon's writers
Jiere more than a century ago said, in the
daily experiences there is such a verisimilitude to Bible language, Bible customs, Bible
narratives, that it is impossible to resist
entirely the continual drawing toward confident belief in the reasonableness of the
Bible narrative." W h i l e all do not so
soon yield to the lure of the life in the
land, yet all sooner or later are influenced
in some manner by it and do actually become more and more conservative, disposed to accept and preserve things as
they have ben accepted and believed. One
of the foremost of Palestinian scholars
among all, and in all time, remarked to
me of a mutual friend, " W h e n he came
here first, he was rather liberal in his views
of Scripture, but he becomes more and
more conservative all the time." M y own
observation of the very many, though not
all, of the field men in Bible lands from
Sir Flinders Petrie, Professor Naville and
Professor Hashro in Egypt and Palestine,
Sir William Ramsay in Asia Minor, and
Professor MacAlister at Gezer and Orphil,
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onward to the multitude of workers in Bible
lands is practically uniform. I have never
known one to recede to more liberal views.
I doubt if an experienced man of radical
tendencies could be found in Bible lands
today.
IV. That the facts in the field and the
constant stream of tendency among field
workers should affect opinion and attitude
even in the field of criticism, even armchair criticism far from the field was inevitable. Since the world-wide publication
of the news connected with the discovery
of the tomb of Tut-ankh-amen, there has
been such a universal disposition to give
attention to Bible Land discoveries as was
certain to affect all fields of thought. The
whole world has become archaeologioally
minded; of course criticism which is so
vittallly associated with the material remains, if they are found to exist, would
yield more and more attention to the discoveries and attention to them has only
uniform effect; like a war fever, it is impossible to live in the midst of it, breathe it
with the breath of life without contracting
the fever, however much it may be combated.

September I I , 1939
And criticism is no longer in quite such
a, combative mood. One does not often
hear any more that there is "only one opinion, one side to Biblical questions". German scholarship is rather definitely set toward the right wing. Some of the fore^
most Dutch scholars are of quite conservative tendencies and there is nowhere a
Kuener or a Wellhausen, and there is in
Theology, and the critical questions involved in Theology, a Barth. British writers, as well as American, more and more
are quoting the results of work at Ur of
Chaldees, at Beisan, at Megiddo, at Beth
Shemish, at Tell en-Nesbeh, at Kirjathsepher and at Jericho. Even where the
results are in direct contradiction to the
views held, there is now quite manifest
a disposition to state the results without
bias.
Thus altogether we have fallen on blessed days; happy are those whose faces are
set toward Zion. Our Song of Degrees
may be very sober prose; nevertheless our
progress is in the right direction; we have
not arrived, but the trend is toward the
Holy City.—Evangelical Christian.
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has demonstrated how quickly private money can be conscripted by the state to be
used in destroying human life and property.
Only such means as have been dedicated to God and used in the furtherance of His
cause are absolutely safe.
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No earthly government can conscript or use these means for they are as a treasure
laid up in heaven, "where neither moth doth corrupt nor thieves break through
and steal."
Use some of your means now to help purchase our new Automatic Feeder and
"FILL HEAVEN WITH REDEEMED SOULS BY THE USE OF YOUR MONEY
SO THAT WHEN THE DAY OF MONEY IS OVER THESE FRIENDS THAT YOU
HAVE MADE WILL WELCOME YOU TO HEAVEN."
Let us suggest a way in which you might do this and so reap rejoicing and reward.

Help Place the Word of God in
Many Lands
An Automatic Feeder for our large press, which has been hand fed since its installation in 1925, is needed immediately. At the last General Conference, the Publication Board recommended the purchase of this Feeder as soon as the money was
raised. The cost will be approximately $1850.00. Toward this, we have already
received a little over $300.00.
We are sure that God is speaking now, that this is the time to go forward. We
prayerfully present the matter to every individual, church and Sunday school.
Could we count on you NOW?

I Use Your Money to Make Friends in Etermtyl %

%Send your contribution either direct to the E. V. Publishing House or to Charles E. *I

\

Clouse, Treasurer, Nappanee, Indiana.

The E. V . Press Is Your Agent for Many Worthwhile and
Christian Enterprises
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